The occurrence of Brugada syndrome and isolated cardiac conductive disease in the same family could be due to a single SCN5A mutation or to the accidental association of both diseases.
The distinct cardiac arrhythmia diseases, Brugada syndrome (BS) and isolated cardiac conduction disease (ICCD) are caused by heterozygous mutations in the SCN5A gene. Previous studies have demonstrated an intriguing association between ICCD and BS with the same mutation in the SCN5A gene. The proband of a multigenerational family presented BS and a familial history of sudden death. We performed clinical evaluations in family members including drug testing and screening for SCN5A mutations. Based on electrocardiogram features, we identified four individuals with BS, two with ICCD and one compatible with both. For five individuals, one with BS and ICCD, three with BS and one with ICCD, we characterized a heterozygous C- to T- mutation at position 4313 (P1438L) in the SCN5A gene. Expression studies of the P1438L mutation showed non-functional channels. The proband's father with the BS phenotype was not a carrier of the new SCN5A mutation. We report the case of a family with BS and/or ICCD and describe a novel mutation, the P1438L SCN5A mutation. In this family, the occurrence of BS and ICCD could be due to this single mutation but also to the accidental association of both diseases.